RESULTS OF THE MGB LANDSLIDE AND FLOOD ASSESSMENT AND
MAPPING (1:10,000 SCALE) OF THE MUNICIPALITY OF BUNAWAN, PROVINCE
OF AGUSAN DEL SUR

Philsaga Mining Corporation thru a Memorandum of Agreement with the Mines
and Geosciences Bureau-R-XIII conducted landslide and flood assessment and
mapping (1:10,000 scale) of areas within the Municipality of Bunawan on January 2829, 2014, February 4, 6-7, 2014 and February 12, 17, 2014. The assessment is in line
with the government’s efforts aimed at reducing, if not, totally mitigating the destructive
effects and impacts of natural hazards on the populace. Comprising the geohazard
assessment team are Kent Jan S. Albiso, Jr. Geologist; Crisanto P. Plad and Dioscoro
Apas, field mappers.

The MGB-DENR particularly covered the following areas:











Puroks 1 to 19 in Barangay Bunawan Crook
Puroks 1 to 16 in Barangay Consuelo
Puroks 1 to 7 in Barangay Imelda
Puroks 1 to 17 in Barangay Libertad
Puroks 1 to 10 in Barangay Mambalili
Puroks 1 to 3 in Barangay Nueva Era
Puroks 1 to 12 in Barangay Poblacion
Puroks 1 to 14 in Barangay San Andres
Puroks 1 to 5 in Barangay San Marcos
Puroks 1 to 9 in Barangay San Teodoro

The assessed areas were rated as having low, moderate, high or very high
(critical) susceptibility to landslide. The landslide susceptibility rating parameters are as
follows:
Very High : Areas usually with steep to very steep slopes and underlain by weak
materials. Recent landslides, escarpments and tension cracks are
present. Human initiated effects could be an aggravating factor.
High

: Areas usually with steep to very steep slopes and underlain by weak
materials. Areas with numerous old/inactive landslides.

Moderate : Areas with moderately steep slopes. Soil creep and other indications for
possible landslide occurrence are present.
Low

: Gently sloping areas with no identified landslides.

Likewise, the assessed areas were also rated as having low, moderate or high
susceptibility to flooding. The flood susceptibility parameters are as follows:
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High

: Areas likely to experience flood heights of greater than 1.0 meter
and.or flood duration of more than 3 days. These areas are immediately
flooded during heavy rains of several hours; include landforms of
topographic lows such as active river channels, abandoned river
channels and areas along river banks; also areas prone to flashfloods

Moderate : Areas likely to experience flood heights of 0.5 to 1.0 meter and flood
duration of 1 to 3 days. These areas are subject to widespread
inundation during periods of prolonged and extensive heavy rainfall or
extreme weather condition. Fluvial terraces, alluvial fans, and infilled
valleys are areas subjected to moderate flooding
Low

: Areas likely to experience flood heights of less than 0.5 meter and/or
flood duration of less than one day. These areas include low hills and
gentle slopes. They also have sparse to moderate drainage density

The barangay officials were presented with a Landslide and Flood Threat Advisory
when appropriate. This advisory informs them of their area’s susceptibility to landslides
and floods and contains the corresponding recommendations.
Summarized below are the results of the assessment of the covered areas:
Table 1. Results of Landslide and Flood Assessment at Barangay Bunawan Crook
Purok

1

Landslide
Susceptibility
Rating
Low to Moderate

Flood
Susceptibility
Rating
Very high
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Recommendations

The area is underlain by argillic
porphyritic andesite. The area has
steep slopes with 10m slope height,
prohibit settlements near the slopes
and stabilized the slopes to prevent
future landslide activity, observe
other presence of mass movement,
saturated grounds and sunken or
displaced road surfaces and report it
immediately
to
the
barangay/
municipal authorities for immediate
response.
Other parts of the area are very
prone to flooding due to clogged
canals/ culverts because of poor
proper waste disposal and improper
sizes of culverts. Improve drainage
system and waste disposal to
prevent blockage of water ways.
Observe rapid increase of water level
at the area and develop early
warning system or device and
maintain constant communication
with the barangay and municipal risk

2

Moderate

Very high

3

None

High

4

None

Very high
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reduction office for immediate
response.
Geographic location of P-1 base on
0
GPS reading is 08 09’ 38.2’’N and
0
126 00’ 42.4’’E.
The area is underlain by supergene
argillic porphyritic andesite with
moderate slopes making the area
moderately prone to landslide
activities. Stabilized slopes and
observe
presence
of
mass
movement,
saturated
grounds,
sunken or displaced surfaces and
report it to the barangay/ municipal
authorities for immediate response.
The area suffers 0.80m flood and
the worst case is the 1.50m flood
height because of the overflow of
gullies and Bunawan river during
heavy rains and rainy season. The
houses near the river embankments
must be relocated away from the
river to avoid any future loss.
Observe rapid increase of water level
at the area and develop early
warning system/ device. Install flood
control dikes to prevent flood water
to enter the area and to slow down
the rate of river scouring.
Geographic location of P-2 area
0
base on GPS reading is 08 09’
0
34.1’’N and 126 00’ 38.1’’E.
The area located beside the
Simulao and Bunawan brook river
suffering 1.0m-1.50m flood height
making the area highly prone to
flooding. Relocate houses beside the
river and install flood control dikes to
prevent flood water to inter at the
area. Observe rapid increase of
water level at the area and develop
early warning system/ device.
Maintain constant communication
with the
Geographic location base on GPS
0
0
reading is 08 09’ 29.6’’N and 126
00’ 31.6’’E.
The area has a planar morphology
with 1m and above flood height
during heavy rains and rainy season.
Deepen the small creeks causing
floods and observe rapid increase of
water level at the area, develop early
warning
device/
system,
and
maintain constant communication
with barangay and municipal risk

5 Malihog

High

None

6 Crossing
Guitas

None

Very high

7 Guitas

None

High

8

None

Very high
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reduction office for immediate
response during flood. Improve
drainage systems and farm to market
roads.
Geographic location of P-4 base on
0
the GPS reading is 08 09’ 53.9’’N
0
and 126 00’ 33.6’’E.
The area has steep to very steep
slopes with 10m and above slope
heights making the area prone to
landslide. Prohibit future settlements
beside the slopes and observe other
presence of movement, saturated
grounds, sunken or displaced
surfaces and report it to the
barangay/ municipal risk reduction
office for immediate response.
Geographic location of P-5 Malihog
0
base on GPS reading is 08 09’
0
15.0’’N and 126 00’ 53.9’’E.
The area is located along the
national highway road having planar
morphology with poor drainage
system resulting to a 1m flood height
due to the overflow of Simulao river
during heavy rains and rainy season.
Observe rapid increase of water level
during heavy rains and rainy season
and develop early warning device/
system and maintain constant
communication with the barangay
and municipal risk reduction office for
immediate response. Develop good/
proper drainage system to help
facilitate the flood water.
Geographic location of P-6 Crossing
0
Guitas base on GPS reading is 08
0
08’ 38.5’’N and 126 01’ 10.0’’E.
The area is located beside the
Simulao river which causes 2 days of
flooding when it overflows during
heavy rains or rainy season. The
community is advised to observe
rapid increase of water level, develop
early warning device/ system and
have constant communication with
the
barangay/
municipal
risk
reduction office for immediate
response during the flood. Acquire
rescue units for fast evacuation and
prohibit future settlements beside the
river embankments.
Geographic location of P-7 Guitas
0
base on GPS reading is 08 08’
0
35.7’’N and 126 00’ 41.4’’E.
The area is located beside the

9 Cabangon

Moderate

Moderate

10
Tagbayangbang

High

Moderate to very
high
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Simulao river causing the 2-3 days of
flooding at the area when the river
overflows. Intense rate of river
scouring is present affecting the
safety of the Simulao bridge (GPS
0
0
reading is 08 8’ 15.7’’N and 126 01’
16.7E). It is recommended to repair
immediately the bridge and install
concrete dikes at the walls of the
river to slow down the rate of the
scouring at the area. Relocate
houses beside the river and prohibit
future settlements. The community is
advised to observe rapid increase of
water level, develop early warning
device/ system and have constant
communication with the barangay/
municipal risk reduction office for
immediate response during the flood.
Geographic location of P-8 base on
0
GPS reading is 08 08’ 23.4’’N and
0
126 01’ 16.3’’E.
The area has concave to planar
surface with moderate to very steep
slopes. The area is moderately prone
to mass movements because of the
poor rock mass strength of the
landforms at the area. Houses near
the slopes must be relocated or putup slope stability measures to
prevent the landslides. Observe
other presence of movement,
saturated grounds, sunken or
displaced surfaces and report it to
the
barangay/
municipal
risk
reduction office for immediate
response.
The area also has a small creek
which causes a 0.30-0.90m flood
height during rainy season. The
community is advised to observe
rapid increase of water level, develop
early warning device/ system and
have constant communication with
the
barangay/
municipal
risk
reduction office for immediate
response during the flood.
Geographic location of P-9 base on
0
GPS reading is 08 08’ 50.2’’N and
0
126 01’ 23.6’’E.
The area is situated beside the
Simulao River with planar and
convex surfaces having very steep
slopes causing the area prone to
mass movement activities. Prohibit
future settlements beside the slopes

12 Bulungbulongan

Moderate to high

Generally low
with high to very
high near
Bunawan brook
river.

13 Sta. Monica

High

High
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and observe for presence of mass
movement, saturated grounds and
displaced surfaces.
Simulao river overflows during
heavy rains and rainy season
causing a 1.0m-2.5m flood height,
houses near the river embankments
must be relocated and prohibit future
settlements. The community is
advised to observe rapid increase of
water level, develop early warning
device/ system and have constant
communication with the barangay/
municipal risk reduction office for
immediate response during the flood.
Geographic
location
of
P-10
Tagbayangbang base on GPS
0
0
reading is 08 10’ 55.7’’N and 126
01’ 36.1’’E.
The area is underlain by sediments
(sandstone and siltstone) and
andesite porphyry. The area has a
planar to convex surfaces with flat to
moderate slopes. Observe for
presence of mass movement,
saturated grounds and displaced
surfaces and report it to the
barangay/ municipal authorities for
immediate response.
The area is situated near the
Bunawan Brook river, observe rapid
increase of water level, develop early
warning device/ system and have
constant communication with the
barangay/ municipal risk reduction
office for immediate response during
the flood.
Geographic location of P-12 Bulungbulongan base on GPS reading is
0
0
08 11’ 40.0’’N and 126 02’ 38.2’’E.
The area is situated in a limestone
formation, with very steep slopes
making the area prone to landslide,
sinkholes, and rock fall, it is
recommended to relocate houses
near the slopes and prohibit future
settlements. Observe for presence of
mass movement, saturated grounds
and displaced/sunken surfaces and
report it to the barangay/ municipal
authorities for immediate response.
The area has a small creek causing
flood during heavy rains, the
community is advised to observe for
rapid increase of water level at the
area and develop early warning

13A Katipunan
(1J)

Low

None

14 San Isidro
(1K)

High to very high

None

15 Cabaohan

Moderate to high

Low to high
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device/system
and
always
communicate
with
barangay/
municipal authorities for immediate
response during calamities.
Geographic location of P-13 Sta.
0
Monica base on GPS reading is 08
0
13’ 43.8’’N and 126 07’ 08.4’’E.
The area is situated in a planar
surface with some small mounds of
lands up to 5m in height. Install small
canals to facilitate surface runoff.
Observe for presence of mass
movement, saturated grounds and
displaced/sunken
surfaces
and
report it to the barangay/ municipal
authorities for immediate response.
Geographic location of P-13A
Katipunan base on GPS reading is
0
0
08 13’ 38.2’’N and 126 07’ 56.2’’E.
The area is situated in a convex
morphology having steep to very
steep slopes making the area prone
to mass movement activities. Prohibit
future settlements near the slopes
and observe for presence of mass
movement, saturated grounds and
displaced/sunken
surfaces
and
report it to the barangay/ municipal
authorities for immediate response
and repair damaged roads and
culverts.
Geographic location of P-14 San
0
Isidro base on GPS reading is 08
0
13’ 53.4’’N and 126 05’ 50.5’’E.
The area is situated in a planar to
convex surface having moderate to
steep slopes. Landslides were
observed at the area, it is
recommended to relocate the houses
near the landslide activity and
prohibit settlements near slopes,
repair damaged roads, and change
the wooden bridges to concrete
bridges. Observe for presence of
mass movement, saturated grounds
and displaced/sunken surfaces and
report it to the barangay/ municipal
authorities for immediate response.
The area is generally low in flooding
activity but at the other part of the
area
especially
near
the
rivers/creeks, they are very prone to
flooding, it is recommended to
relocate houses near the river.
Observe for rapid increase of water
level at the area and develop early

16 Taigyan

Low to high

Moderate to high

17 Kiatsan

Low to moderate

None

18 Isla Manga

None

Very high
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warning device/system and always
communicate
with
barangay/
municipal authorities for immediate
response during calamities.
Geographic
location
of
P-15
Cabaohan base on GPS reading is
0
0
8 11’ 4.3’’N and 126 5’ 2.3’’E.
The area is underlain by supergene
argilllic porphyritic andesite with poor
rock mass strength making the area
prone to landslide activities. It is
recommended to repair the damaged
roads, relocate houses near the
slopes, and observe for presence of
mass movement, saturated grounds
and displaced/sunken surfaces and
report it to the barangay/ municipal
authorities for immediate response.
Install concrete bridge at the creeks
along the way to the area and
observe for rapid increase of water
level at the area and develop early
warning device/system and always
communicate
with
barangay/
municipal authorities for immediate
response during calamities.
Geographic location of P-16 Taigyan
0
area base on GPS reading is 8 11’
0
09.8’’N and 126 03’ 39.5’’E.
The area is situated in a convex to
planar surface having moderate
slopes. Houses near the slopes must
be relocated because of the small
presence of mass movements at the
area. Observe for presence of mass
movement, saturated grounds and
displaced/sunken
surfaces
and
report it to the barangay/ municipal
authorities for immediate response.
Geographic location of P-17 Kiatsan
0
base on GPS reading is 8 12’
0
47.2’’N and 126 05’ 20.6’’E.
The area is situated beside the
Simulao river which causes 1.0m2.0m flood height when it overflows
during a heavy rain or rainy season.
Houses near the river embankment
must be relocated and observe rapid
increase of water level at the area,
develop early warning device/system
and always communicate with the
barangay/ municipal risk reduction
office for immediate response during
flood.
Geographic location of P-18 Isla
0
Manga base on GPS reading is 08

0

19 Sinuwagan

Low

None

08’ 03.2’’N and 126 01’ 18.1’’E.
The area is situated in a convex to
planar surface having moderate to
steep slopes, no landslide activity
was observed at the area. Still
observe for presence of mass
movement, saturated grounds and
displaced/sunken
surfaces
and
report it to the barangay/ municipal
authorities for immediate response.
Geographic
location
of
P-19
Sinuwagan base on GPS reading is
0
0
08 09’ 24.4’’N and 126 02’ 27.0’’E.

Table 2 . Results of Landslide and Flood Assessment at Barangay Consuelo
Purok

1

Landslide
Susceptibility
Rating
None

Flood
Susceptibility
Rating
None

2

None

None

2A

None

None

2B

High

None
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Recommendations

The area is located beside the
national highway with planar to
convex morphology having low
slopes. Install canals to facilitate
surface
run-off.
Observe
for
saturated grounds and sunken
surface and report it to MGB/
municipal authorities.
Geographic location of P-1 base on
0
GPS reading is 08 14’ 04.5’’ N and
0
125 58’ 57.6’’ E.
The area is in a planar surface
located beside the national highway.
Install drainage system to facilitate
rain water/ surface run-off. Observe
for sunken surface and report to
municipal authorities.
Geographic location of P-2 base on
0
GPS reading is 08 14’ 04.9’’ N and
0
125 58’ 58.3’’ E.
The area is in a convex surface with
low slopes. Install drainage system to
facilitate the surface run-off. Observe
sunken or displaced road surface
and saturated grounds and report it
to the barangay and municipal
authorities.
Geographic location of P-2A base
0
on GPS reading is 08 14’ 02.4’’ N
0
and 125 59’ 10.9’’ E.
The area is underlain by argillic to
minor chloritic porphyritic andesite in
a convex morphology having steep to
very steep slopes. Along the road
going to the area there are presence

of landslides, it is recommended to
repair the damaged roads and
prohibit future settlements at these
areas (GPS reading of the area is
0
0
08 14’ 01.9’’ N and 126 00’

28.2’’ E).

3

Low

None

3A

None

Very high

4

None

Very high
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Geographic location of P-2B base
0
on the GPS reading is 08 14’ 02.3’’
0
N and 126 01’ 10.9’’ E.
The area is located beside the
national highway having convex
morphology with low angle slopes.
The area is the barangay site, not all
area has drainage system it is
recommended to develop drainage
system to facilitate surface run-off.
Observe
presence
of
mass
movement, saturated grounds, and
sunken or displaced road surfaces
and report it to the barangay or
municipal authorities.
Geographic location of P-3 base on
0
GPS reading is 08 14’ 16.3’’ N and
0
125 58’ 59.8’’ E.
The area is underlain by recent
alluvium in a planar to concave
surface. The lower part of purok area
is
flooded
because
of
the
meandering
creek,
it
is
recommended to re-channel the
creek to straight up the flow of water
during heavy rains to prevent the
water to overflow. (GPS reading of
0
the affected area is 08 14’ 25.6’’ N
0
and 125 59’ 02.0’’ E).
Geographic location of P-3A base
0
on GPS reading is 08 14’ 20.7’’ N
0
and 125 59’ 00.7’’ E.
The area is located beside the
national highway with planar surface.
The area is basically in a low
elevation so it turns out that the area
becomes like a small catchment
basin for the rain waters causing the
area to be flooded during heavy
rains. Install flood control system like
canals to facilitate the rain water.
Observe rapid increase of water level
and develop early warning device/
system and constant communication
with the barangay and municipal risk
reduction office for immediate
response during flood.
Geographic location of P-4 base on
0
GPS reading is 08 14’ 33.1’’ N and

0

5

Moderate

Low

6

None

High

7

None

High

8

Moderate

Moderate to high
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125 59’ 02.0’’ E.
The area is in a convex morphology
having moderate to steep slopes.
Small landslides were observed like
at the school area, install reprop or
other support method to stop the
continuing landslide near the school
building. Observe for other presence
of mass movement, saturated
grounds, and sunken of displaced
surfaces.
At the low ground part of the purok
area install drainage system to
facilitate the rain water.
Geographic location of P-5 base on
0
GPS reading is 08 14’ 42.5’’ N and
0
125 58’ 56.5’’ E.
The area is located beside the
national highway in a planar surface.
Houses near the marshland are more
prone to flood, relocate houses near
the marshland or install an elevated
evacuation center at the area.
Observe rapid increase of water
level, develop early warning system,
and constant communication with the
barangay
and
municipal
risk
reduction office for immediate
response during flood.
Geographic location of P-6 base on
0
GPS reading is 08 15’ 12.9’’ N and
0
125 58’ 39.3’’ E.
The area has planar to concave
surface located beside the national
highway. Flood occurs at the lower
part of the purok near the marshland
(GPS reading of the flooded area is
0
0
08 15’ 47.9’’ N and 125 58’ 54.4’’
E). Observe rapid increase of water
level and develop early warning
system.
Maintain
constant
communication with the barangay
and municipal risk reduction office for
immediate response during flood. At
the
non-flooded
area,
put-up
drainage systems to facilitate surface
run-off.
Geographic location of P-7 base on
0
GPS reading is 08 15’ 49.6’’ N and
0
125 58’ 56.6’’ E.
The area is located at the boundary
between Bunawan and Rosario
municipality. It has a planar to
convex morphology having very
steep slopes near the national
highway. The P-8 community is

9 COSSMA

9 Tinago

high

None

Moderate to very
high

Low

High to very
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situated along a small creek which
causes flood during heavy rains
0
(GPS reading is 08 16’ 07.2’’ N and
0
125 59’ 11.0’’). Repair damaged
flood dikes and gabbions and
relocate houses away from the creek
to prevent future property damaged.
Regular cleaning of creek and
implement proper waste disposal to
prevent trashes to stock at the creek.
Observe rapid increase of water level
and develop early warning device or
system.
Prohibit future settlements at the
foot slopes and observe/ monitor
presence of mass movements and
report it to MGB/ municipal
authorities.
0
Geographic location of 08 16’
0
07.9’’ N and 125 59’ 13.1’’ E.
The area is located at the top of the
ridge near Co-o mine area. The area
is critical to landslide activities
because of the steep slopes, material
underlying the area, the houses
which were built beside the slopes,
and the poor rock mass strength due
to small scale tunnels beneath the
community. Relocate the houses and
school buildings away from the
slopes (GPS reading at the school is
0
0
08 15’ 19.6’’ N and 126 01’ 35.8’’
E). Observe/ monitor other presence
of mass movement, saturated
grounds, sunken or displaced road
surface and report it to the MGB/
barangay and municipal authorities.
Geographic location of P-9 Cossma
0
base on the GPS reading is 08 15’
0
17.3’’ N and 126 01’ 58.8’’ E.
The area is underlain by argillic to
chloritic andesite porphyry and
porphyritic andesite having steep to
very steep slopes. The area is
situated just below the COSSMA
area (at the foot slopes). Relocate
houses and buildings at the foot
slopes and top ridges to avoid future
damages. Observe/ monitor other
presence of mass movement,
saturated grounds, sunken or
displaced road surface and report it
to the MGB/ barangay and municipal
authorities.
Improve the sizes of culverts at the
area Agsao river to prevent easily get

9 Nangka

Low to moderate

Low

9A Road 17

High

None

Road 16

Moderate to very
high

None
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clogged during heavy rains resulting
to flood. Observe rapid increase of
water level and develop early
warning device/ system.
Geographic location of P-9 Tinago
0
area base on GPS reading is 08 15’
0
23.4’’ N and 126 01’ 50.1’’ E.
The area is situated in a convex
morphology having moderate to
steep slopes. Install canals along the
roads to facilitate surface run-off.
Install mitigating measures at the
slopes where houses are built to
prevent future damages. Observe /
monitor other presence of mass
movement,
saturated
grounds,
sunken or displaced road surface
and report it to the MGB/ barangay
and municipal authorities.
Geographic location of P-9 Nangka
0
base on GPS reading is 08 15’
0
27.4’’ N and 126 02’ 34.8’’ E.
The area is underlain by argillic
porphyritic andesite with convex to
planar morphology. There’s an
intense presence of
landslide
activities at the area, houses near it
must be relocated in more stable
grounds at the area. Observe/
monitor other presence of mass
movement,
saturated
grounds,
sunken or displaced road surface
and report it to the MGB/ barangay
and municipal authorities.
Geographic location of P-9A Road
0
17 base on GPS reading is 08 14’
0
48.7’’ N and 126 02’ 37.8’’ E.
The area is located adjacent to
Tagabaka area having convex
morphology of moderate to very high
slopes. Repair damage roads and
observe other presence of mass
movement,
saturated
grounds,
sunken or displaced road surfaces
and report it to the barangay and
municipal authorities.
Observe rapid increase of water
level at Maghilot river and maintain
constant communication with the
barangay
and
municipal
risk
reduction office.
Geographic location of Road 16
0
base on GPS reading is 08 13’
0
45.5’’ N and 126 04’ 26.7’’ E.

Table 3. Results of Landslide and Flood Assessment at Barangay Imelda
Purok

1

Landslide
Susceptibility
Rating
Low

Flood
Susceptibility
Rating
Low

2

Low to High

None

3

Low to high

High
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Recommendations

The area is situated in a planar
surface. Install canals along the road
and the whole area to facilitate sheet
flood. Develop proper waste disposal
to prevent the garbage clogged into
the canals. Observe presence of
mass movements at the small
mounds at the area and report to the
MGB/ municipal authorities.
Geographic location of P-1 base on
0
GPS reading is 08 07’ 14.8’’ N and
0
126 02’ 36.4’’ E.
The area has a convex morphology
with moderate slopes and observed
about 250 sq. m of land area was
affected by creep activity (a slow
downhill
movement
of
earth
materials). Relocate houses near the
mass movement occurrence and
prohibit future settlement near this
area. Install drainage system to
facilitate surface run-off and observe/
monitor other mass movement,
saturated grounds, and sunken or
displaced road surfaces at the area
and report it to MGB/ municipal
authorities.
Geographic location of P-2 base on
0
GPS reading is 08 07’ 18’’ N and
0
126 02’ 53.7’’ E.
The area is planar at lowlands to
convex morphology having steep
slopes at mountain area.
The
mountain area is underlain by white
limestone so even if there is no
presence of landslide, the area is still
risky to be habited because of the
possibility of occurrence of sinkholes
and caves as part of the limestone’s
characteristics.
Prohibit
future
settlements in the mountain area.
0
(GPS reading of the area is 08 06’
0
38.8’’ N and 126 03’ 33.4’’ E).
At lowlands, one of the reasons of
flooding is the clogged irrigation
canals and small culverts. Increase
sizes of culverts to contain the rain
waters and repair damaged road due
to flood. Observe rapid increase of

4

Low to High

None

5
6 Agpan

High

Moderate
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water level at the area and develop
early warning device/ system.
Constant communication with the
barangay
and
municipal
risk
reduction office for immediate
response.
Geographic location of P-3 area at
0
lowland base on GPS reading is 08
0
07’ 06.4’’ N and 126 02’ 57.0’’ E.
P-4 community is situated at the
planar lowland area of P-4. No flood
at the area but the barangay road
must be repaired and some culverts
must be repaired too and increase
sizes of some culverts. Install canals
on both side of the road to facilitate
surface run-off. The creek beside the
community must be rechanneled to
avoid future flooding in the area.
GPS reading of the P-4 community is
0
0
08 07’ 34.2’’ N and 126 03’ 28.8’’ E.
The highland part of P-4 area is
underlain by chloritic porphyritic
andesite overlain by white limestone
and inter-bedding sandstone and
mudstone. The geology of the area is
favorable for mass movement
although only small landslides were
only seen in the area but it can be
bigger in the future. In respond to the
observation, the area is risky to be
inhabited, future settlements near the
slopes is prohibited and observe/
monitor for mass movements,
saturated grounds, sunken or
displaced road surfaces and report to
the MGB/ municipal authorities.
0
GPS reading of the area is 08 07’
0
34.2’’ N and 126 03’ 58.8’’ E.
No P-5 anymore
The community of P-6 Agpan is
situated at the top of the ridge so no
flooding incident was recorded.
During heavy rains, water level of
Agpan river raises residents can’t
pass by so it is recommended to
install concrete bridge at Agpan river
0
(GPS reading is 08 07’ 52.4’’ N and
0
126 06’ 02.4’’ E) for the safe
transportation at Agpan area and
repair also the damaged road and
bridges along the way.
The area has steep slopes and there
is a presence of creeping activity
(slow downhill movement of earth
material) at the area. Relocate

7

High to very high

Very high

houses affected by the creep and
prohibit future settlement near the
creeping area. Observe/ monitor
other presence of mass movement,
saturated ground, and sunken or
displaced road surfaces and report it
to MGB/ municipal authorities.
0
GPS reading of P-6 Agpan is 08 08’
0
59.7’’ N and 126 06’ 06.9’’ E.
The area is underlain by chloritic
porhyritic
andesite
and
the
community is located at the foot
slopes of the old quarry site and the
other side is the old water way of
Simulao river which overflows during
heavy rains. One of the quarry sites
started to collapse during the heavy
rains caused by typhoon Agaton and
6 houses were affected by incident. It
is highly recommended to relocate
the houses at the foot slopes of the
quarry sites to prevent loss of lives in
the future. The recommendation was
not base only on the landslide activity
but also to the intense presence of
river scouring and flooding at the
area.
GPS reading of P-7 community at
0
the foot slope of the quarry site is 08
0
08’ 16.5’’ N and 126 01’ 52.8’’ E.

Table 4. Results of Landslide and Flood Assessment at Barangay Libertad
Purok

1

Landslide
Susceptibility
Rating
None

Flood
Susceptibility
Rating
High to Very high
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Recommendations

The area is located at the barangay
site and situated near the Simulao
river. Observe rapid increase of
water level at Simulao river and
develop early warning system.
Constant communication of barangay
and municipal risk reduction office for
immediate response during flood.
There are presence of river scouring
at Simulao river so houses near it
must be relocated and prohibit future
settlements near it and also install
flood control dikes to slow down the
rate of scouring. Change the old
bridge at the area into elevated
concrete bridge. GPS reading of
0
0
bridge is 08 06’ 24.5’’ N and 126

01’ 38.2’’ E.
Geographic location of P- 1 base on
0
GPS reading is 8 06’ 24.7’’ N and
0
126 01’ 35.6’’ E.
2

None

Very high

3

None

Low to moderate

3A New Visayas

None

Low

3B

None

High
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The area is located beside the
Simulao river, houses at river
embankments must be relocated due
to intense presence of river scouring.
Observe for rapid increase of water
level at the Simulao river and
develop early warning system. Put
up flood control dikes/ gabbions to
prevent or slow down the rate of
scouring. Regular cleaning of the
canals and culverts must be
implemented to maintain cleanliness
and avoid clogging of culverts.
Geographic location of P- 2 area
0
base on GPS reading is 08 06’ 25.8’’
0
N and 126 01’ 35.9’’ E.
The area is situated along the
national highway, the area is still
affected of the flood because of the
nearby clogged water ways/ creeks
during heavy rains added by the
water overflows from Simulao river.
It is recommended to impose regular
cleaning and unclogging of canals,
creeks, and other water ways.
Increase sizes of culverts to prevent
easily clog. Put up additional canals
to facilitate surface run-off. Observe
rapid increase of water level at the
creeks and Simulao river and
develop early warning system.
Constant communication with the
barangay
and
municipal
risk
reduction office for immediate
response.
Geographic location of P- 3 base on
0
GPS reading is 08 06’ 21.1’’ N and
0
126 01’ 28.0’’ E.
The area is in flat low land situated
along the national highway. Regular
cleaning/ unclogging of canals to
prevent the water to overflow during
heavy rains. Develop more drainage
systems to facilitate surface run-off.
Geographic location of P- 3A New
0
Visayas base on GPS reading is 08
0
06’ 31.2’’ N and 126 00’ 23.9’’ E.
The area is located along the
national highway and not very far is
the Simulao river. During heavy rains
the area is prone to flood so regular

3C

None

Very high

3D Talisay

None

Very high

4

None

Very high

4A

None

Very high
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cleaning of canals is recommended
to help drain out quickly the flood
water. Develop/ add more proper
drainage system to minimize the
flood at the area.
Geographic location of P- 3B base
0
on GPS reading is 08 05’ 45.2’’N
0
and 126 01’ 36.9’’ E.
The area is underlain by recent
alluvium. Observe for rapid increase
of water level and develop early
warning system/ device. Constant
communication with the barangay
and municipal risk reduction office for
immediate response during flood.
Acquiring of dump trucks for quick
evacuation and develop proper
drainage system to facilitate surface
run-off during mild rains. Elevate the
school buildings to be used also as
evacuation area during flood.
Geographic location of P- 3C is
adjacent to Agusan marsh, GPS
0
0
reading is 08 05’ 49.2’’ N and 125
59’ 44.2’’ E.
The area located beside the Simulao
river and not very populated, some of
the houses were relocated to other
puroks. Regular cleaning and
unclogging of canals must be
implemented
to
avoid
water
overflows from the canals during
heavy rains.
Geographic location of P-3D base
0
on GPS reading is 8 06’ 31.6’’ N and
0
125 59’ 50.9’’ E.
The area is located beside the
national highway and near the
Simulao river with some gullies at the
area. Observe for rapid increase of
water level during heavy rains and
install early warning system. Install
flood control system or drainage
sytem to facilitate the flooding at the
area. Constant communication with
barangay
and
municipal
risk
reduction office for immediate
response during flood.
Geographic location of P-4 base on
0
GPS reading is 08 07’ 04.9’’ N and
0
126 01’ 19.7’’ E.
The area is located near the
Simulao river and along the national
highway. Observe for rapid increase
of water level at Simulao river and
develop early warning system.

4B

None

Very high

4C

None

Moderate

5 Babadan

None

Very high
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Constant communication with the
barangay
and
municipal
risk
reduction office for immediate
response during flood and produce
dump trucks for fast evacuation.
Install proper drainage system to
help drain out the flood water.
Geographic location of P- 4A base
0
on GPS reading is 08 06’ 59.5’’ N
0
and 126 01’ 25.2’’ E.
The area is underlain by recent
alluvium and situated near the
Agusan marsh. Observe rapid
increase of water level at Agusan
marsh and develop early warning
device/
system.
Constant
communication with the barangay
and municipal risk reduction office for
immediate response and acquire
dump trucks for quick evacuation.
Regular unclogging of the small
creek at the area and develop proper
drainage system.
Geographic location of P- 4B base
0
on GPS reading is 08 07’ 06.0’’ N
0
and 125 59’ 40.1’’ E.
The area is in a planar area near
the Simulao river. Observe rapid
increase of water level during heavy
rains, put up proper drainage system
to facilitate the flood water cause by
heavy rain. Constant communication
with barangay and municipal risk
reduction office for immediate
response during flood.
Geographic location of P-4C base
0
on GPS reading is 08 06’ 45.1’’ N
0
and 126 01’ 24.8’’ E.
The area is located along the
national highway and near the
Simulao
river.
Observe
rapid
increase of water level at Simulao
river and develop early warning
system. Constant communication
with the barangay and municipal risk
reduction office for immediate
response during flood. Install flood
control dikes and improve the
drainage system at the area to help
manage the flood water. Increase
sizes of culverts and implement
regular cleaning and unclogging of
canals to prevent blockage along
water ways. Acquisition of dump
trucks is needed for quick evacuation
during flood. Elevate the school

5A

None

Very high

6 Maica

None

High

7 Hubang

None

Very high

8 Jordan

None

Very high
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buildings and put up elevated
evacuation centers.
Geographic location of P- 5
Babadan base on the GPS reading is
0
0
08 07’ 39.4’’ N and 126 01’ 27.9’’ E.
The area is located along the
national highway with small creeks at
the area. Observe rapid increase of
water level at the creeks and
Simulao river and develop early
warning
system.
Constant
communication with the barangay
and municipal risk reduction office for
immediate response. Implement
regular cleaning/ unclogging of
canals, creeks, and other forms of
waterways the area.
Geographic location of P- 5A base
0
on GPS reading is 08 07’ 57.1’’ N
0
and 126 01’ 25.0’’ E.
The area is underlain by recent
alluvium and located near Simulao
river. Observe rapid increase of
water level at the creeks and
Simulao river and develop early
warning
system.
Constant
communication with the barangay
and municipal risk reduction office for
immediate response. Install proper
drainage system to facilitate surface
run-off. Put up elevated evacuation
centers and acquire dump trucks to
be used in quick evacuation.
Geographic location of P-6 Maica
0
base on GPS reading is 08 05’
0
44.4’’ N and 126 02’ 23.6’’ E.
The area is underlain by recent
alluvium and located near Hubang
creek. Observe rapid increase of
water level at the Hubang creek and
develop early warning system.
Constant communication with the
barangay
and
municipal
risk
reduction office for immediate
response. Install proper drainage
system to facilitate surface run-off.
Put up elevated evacuation centers
and acquire dump trucks to be used
in quick evacuation.
Geographic location of P-7 Hubang
0
base on GPS reading is 08 06’
0
39.8’’ N and 126 02’ 09.7’’ E.
The area is underlain by recent
alluvium and situated adjacent from
Bry. Imelda. The area has a creek
near it called Bagnan creek which

9 Urayo

None

High

causes flooding at the area. Observe
rapid increase of water level at the
Bagnan creek and develop early
warning
system.
Constant
communication with the barangay
and municipal risk reduction office for
immediate response. Install proper
drainage system to facilitate surface
run-off. Put up elevated evacuation
centers and acquire dump trucks to
be used in quick evacuation. Change
the old wooden bridge at the area
into concrete bridge.
Geographic location of P-8 Jordan
0
base on GPS reading is 08 07’ 12.3’’
0
N and 126 02’ 11.8’’ E.
The area is underlain by recent
alluvium and located near Simulao
river. Observe rapid increase of
water level at the creeks and
Simulao river and develop early
warning
system.
Constant
communication with the barangay
and municipal risk reduction office for
immediate response. Install proper
drainage system to facilitate surface
run-off. Put up elevated evacuation
centers and acquire dump trucks to
be used in quick evacuation.
Geographic location of P-9 Urayo
0
base on GPS reading is 08 06’
0
26.0’’ N and 126 01’ 56.1’’ E.

Table 5. Results of Landslide and Flood Assessment at Barangay Mambalili
Purok

1

Landslide
Susceptibility
Rating
None to Low

Flood
Susceptibility
Rating
High

2

None

Moderate to High
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Recommendations

The area is planar with recent
alluvium deposits and is situated
beside Simulao river. No concrete
roads and proper drainage system at
the area. Observe for rapid
increase/decrease of water level
along Simulao river. Prohibit future
settlement
towards
the
river
embankments.
Relocate
other
houses
beside
the
river
embankments.
Develop
early
warning device/system. Install flood
control system/ river dikes to slow
down the river scouring.
The area is located beside the
Simulao river embankments having

3A

None

Moderate

3B

None

High

planar surface. There is a rapid
increase of rate of river scouring at
the area because the lithology of the
area is a recent alluvial deposit which
is very incompetent in terms of
resisting fluvial erosion. Relocate the
houses near river embankments
0
(GPS coordinate 08 11’51.1’’N and
0
125 58’15.3’’).
Prohibit
future
settlements near river embankments.
Observe rapid increase in water
level, develop early warning system,
install flood control dikes or rechannel the Simulao river.
The area is about 50m away from
Simulao river but still observed for
rapid incease of water level at
Simulao river, develop early warning
system and constant communication
with the barangay and municipal risk
reduction office for immediate
response.
Install proper canals, increase sizes
of culverts to contain the volume of
water during rains.
The area is underlain by recent
alluvium and situated beside Simulao
river. Observe rapid incease of water
level at Simulao river, develop early
warning system
and constant
communication with the barangay
and municipal risk reduction office for
immediate response. Produce dump
trucks/ motor boats for quick
evacuation.
Develop proper drainage system to
facilitate surface run-off and increase
the sizes of culverts to contain the
volume of canals during rains.
0
Coordinates of P-3B, (08 11’55.9’’

N and 125058’10.4’’ E).
4

None

High
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The area is located near Agusan
marsh, Observe rapid incease of
water level at Simulao river, develop
early warning system and constant
communication with the barangay
and municipal risk reduction office for
immediate response. Produce dump
trucks/ motor boats for quick
evacuation.
Develop proper drainage system to
facilitate surface run-off and increase
the sizes of culverts to contain the
volume of canals during rains.

0

GPS reading of P-4 (08 12’14.4’’ N
0
and 125 58’04.0’’ E).
5A Hagnayan

None

Very high

5B

None

Very high

6

None

Very high

The area is underlain by recent
alluvium and located at Agusan
marsh area. Observe rapid incease
of water level at Agusan marsh and
Simulao river, develop early warning
system and constant communication
with the barangay and municipal risk
reduction office for immediate
response. Produce dump trucks/
motor boats for quick evacuation.
Repair damaged culverts and road.
GPS reading of damaged culvert
0
0
(8 12’53.3’’ N and 125 57’ 13.4’’ E).

7

None

Very High

The area is located at Agusan
marsh, observe rapid incease of
water level at Agusan marsh and
Simulao river, develop early warning
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The area is located at Agusan
marsh area and beside Simulao
river. Observe rapid incease of water
level at Agusan marsh and Simulao
river, develop early warning system
and constant communication with the
barangay
and
municipal
risk
reduction office for immediate
response. Produce dump trucks/
motor boats for quick evacuation.
Develop proper drainage system to
facilitate surface run-off and increase
the sizes of culverts to contain the
volume of canals during rains. Repair
the damaged farm to market road.
0
GPS reading of P-5A (08 13’09.9’’ N
0
and 125 57’44.7’’ E).
The area is situated along Simulao
river embankments. Observe rapid
incease of water level at Agusan
marsh and Simulao river, develop
early warning system and constant
communication with the barangay
and municipal risk reduction office for
immediate response. Produce dump
trucks/ motor boats for quick
evacuation.
Develop proper drainage system to
facilitate surface run-off and increase
the sizes of culverts to contain the
volume of canals during rains. Repair
the damaged farm to market road.
0
GPS reading of P-5B (08 13’12.0’’ N
0
and 125 57’53.9’’ E).

8

None

Low

system and constant communication
with the barangay and municipal risk
reduction office for immediate
response. Produce dump trucks/
motor boats for quick evacuation.
0
GPS reading of P-7 ( 8 11’33.9’’ N
0
and 125 57’14.3’’ E)
The area is underlain by recent
alluvium, observe rapid incease of
water level at Simulao river. Develop
early warning system and constant
communication with the barangay
and municipal risk reduction office for
immediate response. Produce dump
trucks/ motor boats for quick
evacuation.
Install elevated evacuation centers.
GPS reading of location of P-8
0
0
(08 12’32.6’’ N and 125 58’39.7’’ E).

Table 6. Results of Landslide and Flood Assessment at Barangay Nueva Era
Purok

4

Landslide
Susceptibility
Rating
None

Flood
Susceptibility
Rating
Very high

5

None

Very high
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Recommendations

The area is located at Agusan
Marsh and underlain by recent
alluvium. Observe rapid increase of
water level at Agusan marsh and
install early warning device/ system.
Add more elevated evacuation
centers. Always communicate with
the municipal’s risk reduction office
for immediate response and produce
dump trucks and motorboats for
quick evacuation.
Develop proper drainage systems,
increase sizes of culverts and
elevate the school buildings.
0
GPS reading of P-4 is 8 07’32.2’’N
0
and 125 56’47.3’’E.
The area is underlain by recent
alluvium it is located at Agusan
marsh area. Observed rapid increase
of water level at Agusan marsh and
install early warning device/ system.
Add more elevated evacuation
centers. Always communicate with
the municipal’s risk reduction office
for immediate response and produce
dump trucks and motorboats for
quick evacuation.

Develop proper drainage systems,
increase sizes of culverts.
6

None

Very high

The area is situated at Agusan
marsh. Observed rapid increase of
water level at Agusan marsh and
install early warning device/ system.
Add more elevated evacuation
centers. Always communicate with
the municipal’s risk reduction office
for immediate response and produce
dump trucks and motorboats for
quick evacuation.
GPS reading of evacuation center at
0
P-6
(8 09’39.3’’N
and
0
125 57’08.9’’E).

Table 7. Results of Landslide and Flood Assessment at Barangay Poblacion
Purok

1

Landslide
Susceptibility
Rating
None

Flood
Susceptibility
Rating
Very high

2 Hubang

None

Very high
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Recommendations

The area is underlain by recent
alluvium and located near Simulao
river. There is a presence of river
scouring so houses along river
embankments must be relocated and
prohibit future settlements in the
area. Observe rapid increase of
water level at Simulao river, develop
early warning device/ system, and
install flood control dikes to decrease
the rate of river erosion. Constant
communication with the barangay
and municipal’s risk reduction office
for immediate response during flood
and acquire dump trucks/ motor
boats for fast evacuation.
Geographic location of P-1, GPS
0
0
reading is 08 08’ 08.1’’ N and 126
00’ 43.8’’ E.
The area is underlain by recent
alluvium and located near Simulao
river. Houses near the river
embankments must be relocated
because of river scouring and
prohibit future settlements in the
along/near the river. Observe rapid
increase of water level at Simulao
river, develop early warning device/
system, and install flood control dikes
to decrease the rate of river erosion.

2A

None

High

3 Mandagao

None

Moderate

3A

None

Very high
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Constant communication with the
barangay and municipal’s risk
reduction office for immediate
response during flood and acquire
dump trucks/ motor boats for fast
evacuation.
Install canals on both sides of the
road to facilitate surface run-off.
Geographic location of P-2 Hubana,
0
GPS reading is 08 08’ 36.9’’ N and
0
125 59’ 56.0’’ E.
The area is located near Simulao
river, observe rapid increase of water
level at Simulao river and install early
warning device/ system. Acquisition
of dump trucks for quick evacuation
during
flood
and
costant
communication with the municipal’s
risk reduction office for immediate
response.
Repair damaged farm to market
roads and install canals on both side
to facilitate surface run-off.
Geographic location of p-2A, GPS
0
0
reading is 08 08’ 54.7’’ N and 125
59’ 55.9’’ E.
The area is underlain by recent
alluvium
and
located
beside
Mandagao river. Observe rapid
increase of water level at Mandagao
river, develop early warning device/
system, and install flood control dikes
to decrease the rate of river erosion.
Constant communication with the
barangay and municipal’s risk
reduction office for immediate
response during flood and acquire
dump trucks/ motor boats for fast
evacuation. There is an intense
presence of river scouring at the area
0
(GPS reading 08 09’ 16.1’’ N and
0
125 58’ 58.7’’ E) houses at river
embankments must be relocated
away from the river. Install gabbions
or any type of flood control
dikes/system to decrease the rate of
river scouring.
Geographic
location
of
P-3
0
Mandagao, GPS reading is 08 09’
0
15.7’’ N and 125 58’ 58.1’’ E.
The area is located beside Simulao
river, observe rapid increase of water
level at Simulao river, develop early
warning
device/
system,
and
establish
flood
control
dikes.

3B Mandagao

None

Very high

3C Tagboaya

None

High

4

None

High
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Maintain constant communication
with the municipal risk reduction
office for immediate response and
acquire motor boats for rescue and
evacuation.
Prohibit
future
settlements near Simulao river.
Regular unclogging of canals to
prevent blockage in water ways.
Geographic location of of P-3A, GPS
0
0
reading is 08 09’ 36.5’’ N and 125
59’ 20.6’’ E.
The area is located near Mandagao
river, observe rapid increase of water
level at Mandagao river, develop
early warning device/ system, and
install flood control dikes. Constant
communication with the barangay
and municipal’s risk reduction office
for immediate response during flood
and acquire dump trucks/ motor
boats for fast evacuation.
Geographic location of P-3B, GPS
0
0
reading is 08 09’ 02.6’’ N and 125
58’ 40.5’’ E.
The area is underlain by recent
alluvium
and
located
beside
Mandagao river. Observe rapid
increase of water level at Mandagao
river, develop early warning device/
system, and install flood control dikes
to decrease the rate of river erosion.
Constant communication with the
barangay and municipal’s risk
reduction office for immediate
response during flood and acquire
dump trucks/ motor boats for fast
evacuation. There is an intense
presence of river scouring at the area
0
0
(08 08’ 54.7’’ N and 125 58’ 51.1’’
E) houses at river embankments
must be relocated away from the
river. Install gabbions or any type of
flood
control
dikes/system
to
decrease the rate of river scouring.
Establish
concrete
bridge
at
Mandagao river (GPS reading is
0
0
08 09’00.2’’N and 125 58’52.4’’E).
Geographic
location
of
P-3C
Tagboaya base on GPS reading is
0
0
08 08’ 49.7’’ N and 125 58’ 53.6’’ E.
The area is underlain by recent
alluvium located near Simulao river.
Observe rapid increase of water level
at Simulao river, develop early
warning device/ system and install

5

None

Moderate

6 Bangkerohan

None

High

7 Cabanbanan

None

Moderate

8 Kaliloan

None

Very High
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flood
control
dikes.
Constant
communication with the municipal
risk reduction office for immediate
response during flood and acquire
dump trucks/ motor boats for quick
evacuation.
Geographic location of P-4 base on
0
GPS reading is 8 09’ 37.7’’ N and
0
125 59’ 23.7’’ E.
The area is located at the barangay
site of Poblacion although the area is
distant from Simulao river still
observe rapid increase of water level
during heavy rains and develop early
warning device/ system.
Geographic location of P-5 base on
0
GPS reading is 08 10’ 00.1’’ N and
0
125 59’ 29.6’’ E.
The area is located beside Simulao
river, relocate houses near the river,
observe rapid increase of water level
and develop early warning device/
system. Install flood control dikes.
Geographic location of P-6 base on
0
GPS reading is 8 10’ 25.9’’ N and
0
125 59’ 36.7’’ E.
The area is planar and situated
along Simulao river embankments.
There is a small presence of river
scouring at the area but still install
flood control dikes to prevent the
river scouring to get bigger. Houses
near the river must be relocated
away from the river to avoid the
current when floods occur again.
Observed rapid increase of water
level and install early warning device.
Geographic location of P-7 base on
0
GPS reading is 08 10’ 26.8’’ N and
0
125 58’ 46.8’’ E.
The area is a planar situated at
Agusan marsh. During heavy rains
and rainy season the marsh
overflows and causes flooding at the
area. Observe rapid increase of
water level at Agusan marsh and
develop early warning device /
system. Install elevated evacuation
centers at the area. Acquiring dump
trucks/ motor boats for quick
evacuation.
Geographic location of P-8 base on
0
GPS reading is 08 09’ 21.1’’ N and
0
125 57’ 43.0’’ E.

Table 8. Results of Landslide and Flood Assessment at Barangay San Andres
Purok

1

Landslide
Susceptibility
Rating
None

Flood
Susceptibility
Rating
High

2A

Moderate

Low to high

2B

None

High
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Recommendations

The area is planar and located along
the national highway, the road is in
higher elevation against the houses
elevation. The flood rating was based
on the elevation of the houses.
Observe rapid increase of water level
and develop early warning system
and constant communication with the
barangay
and
municipal
risk
reduction office for immediate
response. Increase sizes and
deepen the canals to help contain
the flood water.
Geographic location of P-1 base on
0
GPS reading is 8 11’ 58.8’’ N and
0
125 59’ 39.0’’ E.
The area is located along to the
national highway having convex to
planar morphology. Beside the
national highway is lower in elevation
than the other part of the purok area.
Regular cleaning of canals must be
implemented to avoid blockage of
water ways during heavy rains and
increase sizes of some culverts to
contain the volume of flood water.
Observe rapid increase of water level
and
maintain
constant
communication of the barangay and
municipal authorities for immediate
response.
At the higher ground the lithology is
chloritic and supergene argillic
porphyritic andesite. Put up gabbions
to stop the creeping activity at the
fence area of the school, monitor the
sunken surface at the school and
report immediately if the rate of
sinking is increasing. Repair sunken
and collapsed barangay roads.
Monitor presence of mass movement
activity,
sunken
surface
and
saturated grounds and report it to
MGB/ municipal authorities for
immediate response.
Geographic location of P-2A base
0
on GPS reading is 08 12’ 20.7’’ N
0
and 125 59’ 40.5’’ E.
The area is located beside the

2C

Low

None

2D

Low

Low

3

Moderate to high

None
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national highway having convex to
planar surface. Put up drainage
system to help facilitate the flood
water and observe for rapid increase
of water level and also maintain
constant communication with the
barangay
and
municipal
risk
reduction office for immediate
response.
Geographic location of P-2B base
0
on GPS reading is 08 12’ 14.7’’ N
0
and 125 59’ 39.7’’ E.
The area is at the barangay site
having convex to planar surface with
moderate slopes. There is a sign of
creeping activity (slow downhill
movement
of
earth
material,
evidence is the tilted trees) at the
front of barangay hall, stabilized the
slope to prevent the slope to creep.
Install canals at the area to facilitate
surface run-off and prohibit future
settlements at the slopes. Observe
and monitor other presence os mass
movement, saturated ground and
displaced or sunken surfaces and
report it to MGB/ municipal
authorities.
Geographic location of P-2C base
0
on the GPS reading is 08 12’ 25.9’’
0
N and 125 59’ 48.3’’ E.
The area is located beside the
National highway having convex
surface of low angle slopes.
Implement regular cleaning and
desilting of the creeks and culverts to
prevent blockage of water ways
during heavy rain. Observe rapid
increase of water level and maintain
constant communication with the
barangay and municipal authorities
for immediate response in times of
flood or other geohazard activity.
Geographic location of P-2D base
0
on the GPS reading is 08 12’ 25.9’’
0
N and 125 59’ 39.7’’ E.
The area is located along the
national highway and going to the
Agusan marsh. The area has convex
morphology with moderate to steep
slopes. There are presence of small
landslide activities and tension
cracks at the fruit stand area (GPS
0
reading at the fruit stand is 08 12’
0
40.7’’ N and 125 59’ 35.0’’ E),
stabilized the slopes at the area.

4A Singanan

None

Low

4B

None

None

5

None

Low

Monitor other presence of mass
movement, saturated grounds, and
sunken or displaced road surface
and report it to MGB/ municipal
authorities. Regular cleaning of
canals to prevent blockage of water
ways.
Geographic location of P-3 base on
0
GPS reading is 08 12’ 50.6’’ N and
0
125 59’ 30.0’’ E.
The area is located along national
highway road with planar surface.
The area needs a proper drainage
system to facilitate the rain water and
implement proper waste disposal and
cleaning of the area. Regular
cleaning of the drainages must be
implemented to prevent blockage of
the water ways resulting to flood.
Observe for rapid increase of water
level
and
have
a
constant
communication with the barangay
and
municipal
authorities
for
immediate response in times of
calamities.
Geographic
location
of
P-4A
Singanan base on GPS reading is
0
0
08 13’ 21.6’’ N and 125 59’ 24.0’’ E.
The area is located along the
national highway having planar
surface. Install drainage system to
facilitate surface run-off and regular
cleaning of water ways must be
implemented to prevent blockage of
water.
Geographic location of P-4B base
0
on the GPS reading is 08 13’ 26.3’’
0
N and 125 59’ 19.1’’ E.
The area is adjacent to P-4A
Singanan, where it has a convex
morphology having low- moderate
slopes. The area has a swampy part
beside the community, observe rapid
increase of water level and install
drainage system to facilitate the flood
water when the swamp overflow
during heavy rain.

Geographic location of P-5 base
on GPS reading is 080 13’ 20.2’’
N and 1250 59’ 29.7’’ E.
6 Libuton

Low

Low to Moderate
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The area is located along the road
going to Agusan marsh having low to
moderate slopes. Put-up canals on
both sides of the road facilitate
surface run-off and repair damaged

7

None

None

8

None to Low

None

9B Tagabaka

High

None
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roads. Elevate the road at the
flooded area. Observe for rapid
increase of water level at the area
and constant communication with
barangay and municipal authorities
for immediate response during flood.
Geographic location of P-6 Libuton
0
base on GPS reading is 08 12’
0
37.3’’ N and 125 59’ 09.2’’ E.
The area is located beside the
national highway having low to
moderate slopes. Develop drainage
system at the houses to facilitate the
surface run-off. Monitor and observe
for presence of mass movement and
report to the barangay and municipal
authorities for immediate response.
Observe saturated grounds and
sunken or displaced surfaces.
Geographic location of P-7 base on
0
the GPS reading is 08 13’ 28.9’’ N
0
and 125 59’ 17.5’’ E.
The area is located beside the
national highway having planar to
convex morphology with low slopes.
Implement regular cleaning of canals
to avoid clogging of water ways.
Monitor and observe presence of
mass movement, saturated grounds,
and sunken or displaced surface and
report it immediately to barangay and
municipal authorities.
Geographic location of P-8 base on
0
GPS reading is 08 13’ 08.3’’ N and
0
125 59’ 34.7’’ E.
The area is located at the highland
area of the barangay, having
moderate to steep slopes. The
community is situated at the flat top
ridge having steep slopes beside it.
There are mass movements at the
area such as creep and landslide
which will affect some houses near it
(GPS reading of the area affected is
0
0
08 13’ 47.5’’ N and 126 03’ 14.5’’
E). Relocate houses near the
landslide and creep and prohibit
future settlement. Observe other
presence of mass movement,
saturated ground and sunken or
displaced road surface and report it
immediately to the barangay and
municipal
authorities.
Repair
damaged road and change wooden
bridges into concrete bridges along
the road.

11 Away

Low to high

Low

Geographic
location
of
P-9B
Tagabaka base on GPS reading is
0
0
08 13’ 47.5’’ N and 126 03’ 14.5’’ E.
The area is underlain by porphyritic
andesite. The area is situated in a
small scale area, many tunnels were
spotted and because of these
activities it increases the rate of
mass movement at the area.
Landslide activities were spotted at
the area it is advisable to relocate the
community near the small scale area
because of the poor rock mass
strength. Observe other presence of
mass movement, saturated grounds,
and sunken or displaced road
surfaces and report it to MGB/
municipal authorities.
Geographic location of P-11 Away
0
base on GPS reading is 08 12’
0
14.7’’ N and 126 01’ 54.47’’ E.

Table 9. Results of Landslide and Flood Assessment at Barangay San Marcos
Purok

1 Kalimpuno

Landslide
Susceptibility
Rating
None

Flood
Susceptibility
Rating
Very high

2 Kamansi

None

Very high
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Recommendations

The area is underlain by recent
alluvium and is situated along the
Simulao river embankments. It is
recommended to relocate the houses
near the river and prohibit future
settlements. Observe rapid increase
of water level during heavy rains and
install/ develop early warning system.
Install also elevated evacuation
centers. Produce dump trucks and
motor boats for a quick evacuation.
Geographic
location
of
P1
Kalimpuno located along Simulao
0
river, GPS reading 8 12’29.7’’ N and
0
125 56’08.0’’ E.
The area is located beside Simulao
River, houses and buildings near the
river must be relocated away from
the river. Observed rapid increase of
water level during heavy rains and
rainy season, develop early warning
device/
system
and
always
communicate to the barangay for
quick response. Produce dump
trucks and motor boats for quick
evacuation. Install highly elevated
evacuation centers far from Simulao

3

None

Very high

4

None

Very high

5
Bangkawayanan

river.
Develop concrete farm to market
roads and improve the irrigation
canals.
Geographic location of P-2 Kamansi,
is at the barangay proper near the
Simulao river, GPS reading is
0
0
8 12’50.7’’ N and 125 55’36.4’’ E.
The area is underlain by recent
alluvium because it is located at the
river’s flood plain. Houses beside the
river must be relocated, observe
rapid increase of water level at
Simulao river and install early
warning device/ system and also
install flood control dikes. Always
communicate with the municipal’s
risk reduction office for quick
responses. Produce dump trucks and
motor boats for quick rescue/
evacuation.
Put up concrete roads and irrigation
canals.
Geographic location of P-3, adjacent
of P-2 along the Simulao river
embankments.
GPS
reading
0
0
08 12’48.0’’N and 125 55’31.0’’ E.
The area is underlain by recent
alluvium and located along the flood
plain of Simulao river. Relocate
houses along the river embankments
and prohibit future settlements near
the river. Observe rapid increase of
water level at Simulao river, install
early warning device/system, always
communicate with the municipal’s
resk reduction office for quick
response and install flood control
dikes.
GPS reading of P4 whose houses
are along river embankments,
0
0
08 13’28.6’’ N and 125 55’12.5’’ E.
Not yet assessed, we did not got in
there because our motor boat is out
of fuel.
As we’ve asked some information,
the area is in critical/ very high in risk
for flooding.
P-5 Bangkawayanan is located at
Agusan marsh.

Table 10. Results of Landslide and Flood Assessment at Barangay San Teodoro
Purok

Landslide

Flood
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Recommendations

1

Susceptibility
Rating
Low

Susceptibility
Rating
High

2

None

High

3

None

Moderate

4

None

Low to Moderate
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The area is convex to planar in
morphology overlain by thick soil. At
the
back
of
East
Bunawan
Elementary School there is a
presence of small landslide and also
at the ASSCAT (Agusan del Sur
State College of Agriculture and
Technology).
To
prevent
the
landslide not to get bigger, the slopes
must be stabilized and observe for
more presence of mass movement at
the area and report it immediately to
the MGB/ municipal authorities.
The low land part of the purok area
is located near the Bunawan brook
river and some tributaries which
causes the area to be flooded during
heavy rains and rainy season.
Observe for rapid increase of water
level at the area and develop early
warning device/ system and install
flood control dikes.
Geographic location of P-1 base on
0
GPS reading is 8 10’ 15.4’’ N and
0
125 59’ 50.9’’ E.
The area is planar and located along
the National highway and some
areas are beside the gullies and
small creeks. Observed rapid
increase of water level and develop
early warning system/ device.
Regular unclogging of canals is
recommended to prevent flooding in
some areas.
Geographic location of P-2 base on
0
GPS reading is 08 10’ 20.2’’ N and
0
125 59’ 50.8’’ E.
The area is planar having small
creeks which are inhabited by the
residents. Relocate the houses at the
creek embankments to give way for
the water during heavy rains.
Regular unclogging of canals and
creeks is recommended. Repair
damaged roads and bridges due to
scouring during flood.
Geographic location of P-3 base on
0
GPS reading is 08 10’ 37.4’’ N and
0
125 59’ 31.7’’ E.
The area is located beside the
National highway going to the market
place.
Develop
proper
waste
disposal to prevent the garbage
clogged
into
canals.
Regular

5

None

None to low

6A

None

Moderate

6B

None

Moderate

7

None

None
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cleaning
of
the
canals
is
recommended to avoid flooding
during rain and develop proper
drainage system to facilitate sheet
floods.
Geographic location of P- 4 base on
0
GPS reading is 08 10’ 37.9’’ N and
0
125 59’ 33.2’’ E.
The area is situated in a planar
morphology,
develop
drainage
system to facilitate surface run-off
and develop proper waste disposal to
prevent clogging of canals.
Geographic location of P- 5 base on
0
GPS reading is 08 10’ 41.0’’ N and
0
125 59’ 31.4’’ E.
The area is located along Simulao
river embankments, relocate houses
beside the river, observe rapid
increase of water level at Simulao
river and develop early warning
device/ system. There is a presence
of river scouring so a flood control
dikes/ gabbions is recommended to
prevent or slow down the rate of river
scouring. Constant communication
with the barangay and municipal risk
reduction office for immediate
response.
Geographic location of P- 6A base
0
on the GPS reading is 08 10’ 33.2’’
0
N and 125 59’ 27.8’’ E.
The area is underlain by recent
alluvium and situated at Simulao
river embankments. Observe rapid
increase of water level at Simulao
river and develop early warning
system/ device. Develop concrete
canals to facilitate surface run-off.
Constant communication with the
barangay
and
municipal
risk
reduction office for immediate
response during flood.
Geographic location of P- 6B base
0
on the GPS reading is 08 10’ 40.6’’
0
N and 125 59’ 15.3’’ E.
The area is planar and located
along the national highway. Develop
proper drainage system to facilitate
surface run-off and regular cleaning
of
the
existing
canals
is
recommended to prevent clogging of
water ways resulting to flood.
Geographic location of P- 7 base on
0
the GPS reading is 08 11’ 25.0’’ N
0
and 125 59’ 37.8’’ E.

8

High

None

The area is convex to planar
morphology
and
underlain
by
moderately
argillized
porphyritic
andesite. There is a presence of
creeping in the area where the land/
soil is slowly moving, the evidence is
the tilting of trees, houses near it are
advised to be relocated (GPS
0
reading of affected area is 08 11’
0
25.2’’ N and 125 59’ 54.9’’ E).
Observe for and/ or monitor for other
presence of mass movement and
saturated ground or seeps and
sunken or displaced road surfaces
and report to the MGB/ municipal
authorities, and develop early
warning sytem.
Geographic location of P- 8 base on
0
the GPS reading is 08 11’ 26.7’’ N
0
and 125 59’ 47.8’’ E.
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BRGY. BUNAWAN BROOK PHOTOGRAPHS
Stabilized slope to
prevent another
landslide or relocate the
post

Increase size of culverts
and implement regular
cleaning of water ways

Figure 1: P-1 area showing the critical situation of the wire post and the poor situation of the
drainage system at the area (GPS reading at the area is 080 09’ 38.2’’N and 1260 00’ 42.4’’E).
Install more canals to
facilitate flood waters

Figure 2: P-2 area showing the lack of good drainage system to help facilitate the flood waters
(GPS reading at the area is 080 09’ 34.1’’N and 1260 00’ 38.1’’E).
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Figure 3: P-3 area after the flood brought by the Simulao river (GPS reading at the area is 080
09’ 29.6’’N and 1260 00’ 31.6’’E).

Deepen the
shallow creeks
Flood height

Figure 4: P-4 area showing at left is the flood causing creeks and at right is the highest flood
recorded at the area (GPS reading at the area is 080 09’ 53.9’’N and 1260 00’ 33.6’’E).

Figure 5: at left is the P-5 Malihog purok center and at right is the landslide activity in front of the
purok center, the community is advised to prohibit settlement near the slopes (GPS reading at
the area is 080 09’ 15.0’’N and 1260 00’ 53.9’’E).
Install drainage system and implement
regular cleaning
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Figure 6: P-6 Crossing Guitas area having problems in their drainage systems (GPS reading at
the area is 080 08’ 38.5’’N and 1260 01’ 10.0’’E).

Figure 7: P-7 Guitas purok center (left); abandoned houses near a small lake, some houses
must be relocated away from the lake (right), GPS reading at the area is 080 08’ 35.7’’N and
1260 00’ 41.4’’E).
Intense river scouring

Figure 8: Simulao bridge at P-8 area need to be repair immediately because of the intense river
scouring, install concrete dikes to slow down the rate of scouring (GPS reading at the area 080
08’ 15.7’’N and 1260 01’ 16.7’’E).

Deepen the creek
to contain more
water
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Figure 9: P-9 Cabaohan area showing its creek causing flood at the area(left) and the highland/
elevated part of the purok area(right), GPS reading at the area is 080 08’ 50.2’’N and 1260 01’
23.6’’E.
Repair damaged road
caused by logging activity

Figure 10: P-10 area showing the damaged roads caused by logging activity. Some houses are
situated along slopes, it is recommended to relocate the houses. GPS reading at the area is 080
10’ 55.7’’N and 1260 01’ 36.1’’E.

Placer activity

Panning activity

Figure 11: P-12 Bulung-bulongan area showing the placer and panning activity at the area
adding to the cause of poor rock mass strength at the area (GPS reading at the area is 080 11’
40.0’’N and 1260 02’ 38.2’’E).
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Figure 12: P-13 Sta. Monica area having 1.0m flood height during rainy season because of the
creek in the area (GPS reading at the area is 080 13’ 43.8’’N and 1260 07’ 08.4’’E).

Figure 13: P-13A Katipunan (1J) needs canals to facilitate the surface run-off (GPS reading at
the area is 080 13’ 38.2’’N and 1260 07’ 56.2’’E).
Relocate houses
beside the slopes

Repair damaged roads

Figure 14: at left is the P-14 community, some houses are near the slopes while at right is the
road going to area, it collapsed during the heavy rain, GPS reading at P-14 is 080 13’ 53.4’’N
and 1260 05’ 50.5’’E).
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Figure 15: P-15 Cabaohan area showing the tension cracks along the road that are ready to
collapse any time, GPS reading at the area is 080 11’ 4.3’’N and 1260 5’ 2.3’’E.

Landslide along the
road to Taigyan

Bunawan brook River

Figure 16: at left side is the Bunawan brook River that causes flooding to the area when it
overflows and at the right is landslide along the road going to Taigyan area, GPS reading at the
area is 80 11’ 09.8’’N and 1260 03’ 39.5’’E.
Relocate houses
near/at top of
the slopes

Landslide activity

Figure 17: at P-17 Kiatsan area, some houses were built at the top/ near the slopes which are
very vulnerable to the landslide activities it is recommended to relocate the houses away from
the slopes, GPS reading at the area is 80 12’ 47.2’’N and 1260 05’ 20.6’’E.

Flood height
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Figure 18: generally the houses at P-18 were built elevated because of the flood brought by
Simalao river when it overflows, GPS reading at the area is 080 08’ 03.2’’N and 1260 01’ 18.1’’E.

Figure 19: P-19 Sinuwagan area is less populated than the other puroks situated in rolling
terrains of moderate to steep slopes, GPS reading at the area is 080 09’ 24.4’’N and 1260 02’
27.0’’E.
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BRGY. CONSUELO PHOTOGRAPHS

(A)

(B)

Figure 1: (A) Purok 1 center and the area at the back showing the good situation at the area (GPS
reading at the area is 080 14’ 04.5’’ N and 1250 58’ 57.6’’ E). (B) Purok 2 center and its area at the back
(GPS reading at the area is 080 14’ 04.6
Install canals to
facilitate surface run-off

(A)

(B)

Figure 2: (A) Purok 2A beside the national highway (GPS reading at the area is 080 14’ 02.4’’ N and 1250
59’ 10.9’’ E). (B) Purok 2B area located at the highland area of the barangay (GPS reading at the area is
080 14’ 02.3’’ N and 1260 01’ 10.9’’ E).
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Figure 3: landslide activities at the P-2B area along roads (GPS reading is 080 14’ 02.3’’ N and 1260 01’
08.6’’ E).

Figure 4: P-3 area beside the national highway, the barangay site at left and residence area at right (GPS
reading at the area is 080 14’ 16.3’’ N and 1250 58’ 59.8’’ E).
Re-channel the creek to prevent
flooding and relocate houses beside
the creek

(A)

(B)

Figure 5: (A) Non- flooded area of P3A area; (B) flooded area at P-3A, needs to (GPS reading at the area
is 080 14’ 25.6’’ N and 1250 59’ 02.0’’ E).
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Install drainage system to
facilitate flood water

(A)

(B)

Figure 6: (A) P-4 area beside the national highway which is a non-flooded area; (B) Flooded area P-4 that
needs drainage system to facilitate flood water (GPS reading at the area is 08 0 14’ 33.1’’ N and 1250 59’
02.0’’ E).
Clogged water ways, need
regular cleaning

Figure 7: Purok 5 area beside the national highway, implement regular cleaning of water ways (GPS
reading at the area is 080 14’ 42.5’’N and 1250 58’ 56.6’’E).

Small landslide

(A)

(B)

Figure 8: (A) small landslide at P-5 area; (B) small landslide at Consuelo Elementary school (GPS reading
of the affected area is 080 14’ 39.1’’N and 1250 59’ 03.9’’E).
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Figure 9: Non-flooded area of P-6 beside the national highway (GPS reading at the area is 080 15’ 12.9’’N
and 1250 58’ 39.3’’E).
Swampy area near the
national highway

Figure 10: Flooded area of P-6 beside the national highway (GPS reading at the area is 080 15’ 21.4’’N
and 1250 58’ 42.4’’E).
Clogged canals and improper sizes of culvert s

Figure 11: Purok 7 area showing clogged canals, implement regular cleaning of water ways (GPS reading
at the area is 080 15’ 49.6’’N and 1250 58’ 56.6’’E).
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Prohibit settlements
along foot slopes

(A)

Relocate houses along the
river embankments

(B)

Figure 12: (A) Purok 8 area prone to landslide, it is recommended to prohibit settlements along foot
slopes (GPS reading at the area is 080 16’ 07.9’’N and 1250 59’ 13.1’’E). (B) Flood prone area of Purok 8,
maintain constant communication with barangay and municipal authorities for immediate response
(GPS reading at the area is 080 16’ 07.2’’N and 1250 59’ 11.0’’E).
Relocate school buildings and houses near the slopes

Figure 13: Purok 9 COSSMA area which is critical to landslide activity because of the steep slopes and the
location of buildings and houses (GPS reading of P-9 COSSMA is 080 15’ 19.6’’N and 1260 01’ 35.8’’E).
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(A)

(B)

Figure 14: (A) stable and safe area of P-9 Nangka area; (B) P-9 Nangka area/ residence prone to landslide
(GPS reading at the area is 080 15’ 28.7’’N and 1260 02’ 32.7’’E)
Agsao River

Figure 15: flooded area of P-9 Nangka, houses must be relocated to higher grounds, (GPS reading at the
area is 080 15’ 30.4’’N and 1260 02’ 26.3’’E).
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Figure 16: Photo at left is the Tinago community just below the slopes of the ridge (GPS reading at the
area is 080 15’ 23.4’’N and 1260 01’ 50.1’’E). Photo at right is one of the landslide activities at the area
(GPS reading is 080 15’ 23.3’’N and 1260 01’ 58.3’’E).
PMC hospital

PMC Mine site

Landslide activity

Figure 17: View of PMC hospital and mine site showing its critical status prone to landslide activities.
Re-activated landslide area at Road 17 area

Figure 18: Photo at left is the Road-17 area while at left is the reactivated landslide scarp at the area
(GPS location of the area is 080 14’ 48.7’’N and 1260 02’ 37.8’’E).
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Figure19: photo of Road-16 area showing its safe status in terms of geohazard activities (GPS reading is
080 03’ 45.5’’N and 1260 04’ 26.7’’E).
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BRGY. IMELDA PHOTOGRAPHS
Install proper
drainage system

Figure 1: Photo at left is the P-1 center damaged by typhoon Pablo while at right is a part of P-1 showing
no drainage system that facilitates the rain waters. (GPS reading of P-1 is 080 07’ 14.8’’ N and 1260 02’
36.4’’ E).

Tension crack

Creeping activity
Figure 2: Photo at left is the creeping activity at P-2 area and 1 house was affected and was relocated
immediately. At right side is a tension crack ready to collapse caused by the creeping activity at the area.
(GPS reading of the area is 080 07’ 23.7’’ N and 1260 02’ 58.2’’ E).
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Failure of
control works

Scourings at the road and
culverts due to the flood

Figure 3: P-3 area water controls of irrigation canals are the reason of the flooding at the area. The
water overflows from the canals damaged the road and some culverts at the area by eroding the dump
earth materials. GPS reading of the area is 080 07’ 06.4’’ N and 1260 02’ 57.0’’ E.

(A)

(B)

Figure 4: (A) P-4 community at lowland part of the purok; (B) small earthflow beside the PMC camp at
Mt. Saugon where it is located at the highland part of the purok area.
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Creeping acitivity
Figure 5: creeping activity at P-6 Agpan area, houses were slightly inclined/ slowly tilting, it is advisable
to relocate the houses affected by creeping. GPS reading of the affected area is 08 0 09’ 04.8’’ N and 1260
06’ 06.9’’ E.

Figure 6: Along the road going to P-6 area is the Agpan river. It is recommended to install concrete
bridge at the area to connect the farm to market road and for the safety of the people when passing the
river during rains (GPS reading of Agpan river is 080 07’ 52.4’’ N and 1260 06’ 02.4’’ E).
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River scouring
(A)

(B)

Figure 7: (A) P-7 community beside the abandoned water way of Simulao river; (B) presence of river
scouring at P-7 area (GPS reading of the area is 080 08’ 13.9’’N and 1260 01’ 55.8’’ E).

Damaged comfort
room and house

Figure 8: a quarry that collapsed after the heavy and long rainfall brought by typhoon Agaton. GPS
reading of the area is 080 08’ 16.5’’ N and 1260 01’ 52.8’’ E.
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BRGY. LIBERTAD PHOTOGRAPHS

Flood height

Figure 1: Photo at left is the Libertad barangay hall and photo at right is the P-1 center with flood height
at the area. (GPS reading of P-1 center is 80 06’ 24.7’’ N and 1260 01’ 35.6 E).

P-1 wooden bridge

Simulao River

(A)

(B)

Figure 2: (A) P-1 community beside the river, they must be relocated away from the river; (B) P-1
wooden bridge at Simulao river connecting to the other sitios of Libertad, it must be changed to
concrete bridge (GPS reading of bridge is 080 06’ 24.5’’ N and 1260 01’ 38.2’’ E).
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Clogged canals/
culverts

P-2 community

(A)

(B)

Figure 3: (A) P- 2 community beside the Simulao river, houses should be relocated due to the rapid rate
of river scouring. (B) P-2 area near the national highway, another reason of flood in the area are those
clogged canals blocking the water ways. (GPS reading of P-2 area is 080 06’ 25.8’’ N and 1260 01’ 35.9’’
E).
Put up canals to facilitate
surface run-off

Figure 4: P-3 area near the highway, no drainage system was observed at the area. (GPS reading of P-3
area is 080 06’ 21.1’’N and 1260 01’ 28.0’’E).
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Install drainage system

Figure 5: P-3B area showing the lack of drainage system to facilitate flood waters. GPS reading at the
area is 080 05’ 45.2’’N and 1260 01’ 36.9’’ E.

Figure 6: P-3C area showing the lack of drainage system to facilitate the flood water during rainy season,
0
0
(GPS reading at the area is 08 05’ 49.2’’ N and 125 59’ 44.2’’ E).

Intense river scouring
at Simulao river

P-4 area

Figure 7: P-4 area showing the intense river scouring at the area, relocation of houses near the rivers
and creeks is recommended and prohibit future settlements. GPS reading at the area is 080 07’ 04.9’’ N
0

and 126 01’ 19.7’’ E.
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Flood height

Figure 8: P-4A after the flood caused by typhoon Agaton, drainage system must be improved to facilitate
flood water, (GPS reading at the area is 080 06’ 59.5’’ N and 1260 01’ 25.2’’ E).
Develop proper and regular
cleaning and relocate houses
near the creek.

Elevate the bridge

Figure 9: P-4B area after the flood brought by typhoon Agaton, bridges must be elevated to prevent
clogging of water ways. GPS reading at the area is 080 07’ 06.0’’ N and 1250 59’ 40.1’’ E.

Flood height

Figure 10: P-4C showing the flood height
during the typhoon Agaton when Simulao river overflows (GPS reading at the area is 080 06’ 45.1’’ N and
0

126 01’ 24.8’’ E).
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Clogged culverts

Install more canals to
facilitate flood water

Figure 11: P-5 Babadan area showing the lack of regular cleaning of water ways and lack of drainage
system (GPS reading at the area is 080 07’ 39.4’’ N and 1260 01’ 27.9’’ E).
Implement regular cleaning
and unclogging of water
ways

Figure 12: P-5A area showing the clogged canals and culverts that result to the flooding activity at the
area (GPS reading at the area is 080 07’ 57.1’’ N and 1260 01’ 25.0’’ E)

Figure`13: P-6 Maica area showing the situation after the flood during rainy season, install drainage
system to facilitate flood waters (GPS reading the area is 080 05’ 44.4’’ N and 1260 02’ 23.6’’ E).
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Figure 14: P-7 Hubang area showing the lack of drainage system to facilitate the flood waters (GPS
reading at the area is 080 06’ 39.8’’ N and 1260 02’ 09.7’’ E).

Change to concrete bridge

Figure 15: P-8 Jordan area situated beside a creek tributary of Simulao river causing flood when it
overflows during rainy season (GPS reading at the area is 080 07’ 12.3’’ N and 1260 02’ 11.8’’ E).

Figure 16: P-9 Urayo area, at left side is a damaged church by the flood and at right is the P-9 community
beside the barangay road (GPS reading at the area is 080 06’ 26.0’’ N and 1260 01’ 56.1’’ E).
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BRGY. MAMBALILI PHOTOGRAPHS

Fig.1: Photos of P-1 Mambalili showing the planar morphology of the area which is favorable for flooding
and no concrete farm to market roads.

Fig. 2: Photo of P-2 beside the road; no concrete road and drainage system.
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6 – 7m

Fig. 3: left; photo of houses beside Simulao river, right; photo of the river scouring at the area showing
the width of area affected. (GPS coordinate: 08011’51.1’’N and 125058’15.3’’E).

(A)

(B)

Figure 4: photos of P-3A, improve canals and clean regularly to prevent blockage of water and increase
sizes of culverts.
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Clogged canals

Too small Culverts

Figure 5: photo of P-3B, develop proper drainage system and increase sizes of culverts enough to
contain the volume of water canal.
P-3B area beside Simulao River
embankments
Simulao River

Figure 6: photo of P-3B beside Simulao river, buildings and houses beside the river must be relocated.

Clogged
canals/culverts

(A)

(B)

Figure 7: (A) photo of P-4 area 2 weeks after typhoon Agaton; (B) improve drainage system.
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Flood mark

Figure 8: the situation at P-5B Hagnayan 2 weeks after typhoon Agaton. Install elevated evacuation
center.

Figure 7: image of Hagnayan Elem. School after typhoon Agaton.
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Figure 8: image P-5B after typhoon Agaton, the road must be repaired and install canals on both sides to
avoid surface run-off.

Figure 9: damage road and culvert at P-6 during flood.

Figure 10: flooded area of P-7 (2 weeks after typhoon Agaton).
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No drainage system.

Figure 11: photo of P-8 area, install canals on both side of the road to facilitate surface run-off.
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BRGY. NUEVA ERA PHOTOGRAPHS

(A)

(B)

Figure 1: (A) view of Nueva Era barangay hall, develop drainage system; (B) view of barangay’s health
center.

Figure 2: view of P-4 area, develop drainage system to facilitate surface run-off.
Figure 3: view of Nueva Era Elem. School,
develop drainage system and elevate more the
school building.
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Figure 4: Photo of P-5 area, canals must be cleaned regularly to prevent clogging during rains.

Figure 5: Unfinished evacuation center at P-5. GPS reading of evacuation center (08008’36.9’’N and
125056’42.0’’E).

Figure 6: Photo P-6 area, develop proper canals and relocate houses near the river.
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BRGY. POBLACION PHOTOGRAPHS
River scouring
Damaged roads

Figure 1: view of P-1 area, at left side roads must be repaired while at the right side, there is a presence
of intense river scouring, houses near it must be relocated to more safe area (GPS reading is 08008’08.8’’
N and 126000’40.9’’ E).
Install canals on both
sides of the road

Figure 2: A view at P-2 area, no drainage system at the area to facilitate the surface run-off.

Figure3: View of coconut plantation (left) and rice field (right) affected by river scouring at P-2 Hubang.
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Figure 4: an image of the damaged road at P-2A and the lack also of drainage system to facilitate run-off
at the area.

Mandagao river

Figure 5: P-3 Mandagao located beside Mandagao river, the area was covered by mud after the flood
brought by the rain of typhoon Agaton.
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P-3 Mandagao area

Figure 6 : intense river scouring at P-3 Mandagao, houses must be relocate away from river
embankments.

Figure 7: A view at P-3A purok center (left) and a photo Simulao river beside the P-3A (right).
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Flood height

Figure8: P-3B flood height as shown in the photo at left and other area of P3B at right.

Mandagao river

Figure 9: photo of P-3C at the back of it is the Mandagao river which causes flooding at the area.

P-3C Tagboaya
Floating bridge

(A)

River scouring

(B)
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Figure 10: (A) floating bridge at P-3C Mandagao, need to be change to elevated concrete bridge; (B)
area affected by river scouring.
Flood level

Figure 11: flood level at barangay site at P-5 , barangay buildings must be elevated .
P-6 community

P-6 purok center damaged by
typhoon Pablo

Figure 12: Photo at left is the P-6 community near the Bangkerohan bridge which is prone for flooding,
house must be relocated away from the river.
At the back is the
Simulao river
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Flood level

Figure 13: P-7 purok center showing the flood level and at the back is the Simulao river which causes
flood at the area.
Flood level

Repair damaged roads

Figure 14: photo at left shows the flood height during typhoon Agaton . Photo at right shows the
damaged roads.
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BRGY. SAN ANDRES PHOTOGRAPHS

Figure 1: P-1 area beside the elevated national highway road (GPS reading of the P-1 is 80 11’ 58.8’’ N
and 1250 59’ 39.0 E).
Put-up drainage
system

Figure 2: P-2A community beside the National highway, no drainage system to facilitate flood water.
(GPS reading of the area is 80 12’ 20.7’’ N and 1250 59’ 40.5’’ E).

Figure 3: landslide activities observed at P-2A area, GPS reading of the area is 080 12’ 27.4’’ N and 1260
01’ 09.0’’ E.
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Install drainage system in the area
to facilitate the rain/ flood water.

Figure 4: P-2B community beside the National highway. GPS reading of the area is 080 12’ 14.7’’ N and
1250 59’ 39.7’’ E.

Barangay hall
Creeping area

Figure 5: Creeping activity at the P-2C barangay site, GPS reading is 080 12’ 23.8’’ N and 1250 59’ 43.9’’ E.
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Figure 6: At the back of barangay site is the P-2C community, GPS reading is 080 12’ 25.9’’ N and 1250 59’
48.3’’ E.

Figure 7: P-2D area beside the national highway (GPS reading of P-2D is 080 12’ 25.9’’ N and 1250 59’
39.7’’ E).

Tension crack
Small landslide

(A)

(B)

Figure 8: (A) Small landslide at P-3 fruit stand area damages some of the stores; (B) at the front of the
fruit stand, the other side of the road is a tension crack ready to collapse. (GPS reading of the area is 08 0
12’ 40.7’’ N and 1250 59’ 35.0’’ E).
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Install proper
drainage system

Regular cleaning of
canals must be
implemented

Figure 9: P-4A Singanan area showing no proper drainage system at the area and regular cleaning of
water ways. (GPS reading at the area is 080 13’ 21.6’’ N and 1250 59’ 24.0’’ E).

Figure 10: View of Singanan Elementary School at P-4B area, (GPS reading at the area is 080 13’ 26.3’’ N
and 1250 59’ 19.1’’ E).

Figure 11: P-5 area showing no drainage system to contain flood water (GPS reading at the area is 080
13’ 20.2’’ N and 1250 59’ 29.7’’ E).
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Creek crossing the
road, elevate the road
and install culvert

Repair damaged roads

Figure 12: P-6 Libuton area, left photo is the flooded area, road must be elevated and at right is portion
of the damaged road going to Agusan marh. GPS reading of the area is 08 0 12’ 37.3’’ N and 1250 59’
09.2’’ E.

Figure 13: P-7 area beside the national highway (GPS reading at the area is 080 13’ 28.9’’ N and 1250 59’
17.5’’ E).

Figure 14: P-8 along the national highway having planar to low slopes. GPS reading at the area is 08 0 13’
08.3’’ N and 1250 59’ 34.7’’ E.
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Develop drainage
system to facilitate
surface run-off
Creeping area

(A)

(B)

Figure 15: (A) P-9B Tagabaka community; (B) tilting of trees is the effect of creeping activity at the area.
GPS reading at the area is 080 13’ 47.5’’ N and 1260 03’ 14.5’’ E.
Road

Change to
concrete bridge

Earth materials
from the landslide
(A)

(B)

Figure 16: (A) At the entrance of P-9B Tagabaka is a wooden bridge connecting the road to the
community. (B) Damaged road due to a landslide along the way to Tagabaka area.

Figure 17: landslide activities at the community site of P-11 Away area. GPS reading is 080 12’ 33.2’’ N
and 1260 02’ 18.0’’ E.
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BRGY. SAN MARCOS PHOTOGRAPHS
River scouring at Simulao River

(A)

Small hut

(B)

Figure 1: (A) view of P-1 , the area is beside the Simulao river; (B) a photo of a hut beside Simulao river.

Figure 2: Photo of the flood height at P-1 when Simulao river overflows during the Typhoon Agaton.
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Figure 3: View of P-2 Kamansi, no proper drainage system and barangay roads.

FLOOD MARK

(A)

(B)

(C)
Figure 4: (A) photo of the flood height at P-2 barangay site, shown in dotted red lines is the flood mark;
(B) photo of the flood height at San Marcos Elem. School (GPS: 8 012’55.3’’N and 125055’38.4’’E);
(C)photo of damaged canals and improper size of culvert contributing to the flooding at the area.
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Simulao river

(A)

(B)

Figure 5: (A) a view of P-3 area beside the Simulao river; (B) another area at P-3 showing the lack of
proper barangay/purok roads and drainage systems. Develop barangay roads and proper drainage
system.

Figure 6: A man pointing the flood level at P-3 during the typhoon Agaton.
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(A)

(B)

Simulao river

Figure 7: (A) A resident pointing the flood level at P-4 when Simulao river overflows during Typhoon
Agaton; (B) a view of houses at P-4 beside Simulao river, houses near the river must be relocated.
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BRGY. SAN TEODORO PHOTOGRAPHS
Presence of
scouring

Presence of
small landslide

Figure1: Photo at left is at P-1 area, some houses were at the creek embankments which are very prone
to scourings. Photo at the right side is at the back of East Bunawan Elementary School, a presence of
small landslide was sighted, stabilized the slope to prevent another landslide.

Clogged canals

Figure 2: Another reason for why P-2 area is easily flooded because of the clogged canals and improper
sizes of culverts/ canals to contain rain waters.
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Damaged road by river
scouring during flood

(A)

(B)

Figure 3: (A) houses at P-3 along creek embankments which are prone to scouring; (B) damaged road at
P-3 caused by scouring.
Dump garbage at the
market place

Flood height

Clogged canals
(A)

(B)

Figure 4: (A) No proper waste disposal resulting to clogged canals that causes flooding at P-4 area. (B)
Flood height during heavy rains at P-4.
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Figure 5: At P-5 area no drainage system was observed, install drainage system to facilitate surface runoff.

Flood level

Figure 6:Photo at left side is the community of P-6A beside Simulao river while at the right is the flood
level at the area during heavy rains.
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Flood height

P-6B community

Simulao River

Figure 7:Flood level at P-6B area beside Simulao river. GPS reading is 080 10’ 40.6’’N and 1250 59’ 15.3’E.
Clogged canals

Figure 8: Photo of P- 7 area showing clogged canals resulting to small flood during a very heavy rain.

Figure 9: Photo of some houses at P- 8 area, situated at the slopes which are prone to creeping (slow
downhill movement of earth materials.)
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